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REMARKS

Applicants request reconsideration and allowance of the present application in view of

the following remarks.

Claims 1-16 are pending in the present application. Claims 1, 8, 12, and 13 are the

independent claims.

No claims have been amended.

Initially, Applicants acknowledge with appreciation the indication that claims 4, 7, 11, 15,

and 16 recite patentable subject matter and would be allowable if rewritten in independent form

to include all of the features of the base claim and any intervening claims. By the present

Reqeust, Applicants have respectfully maintained claims 4, 7, 1 1 , 15, and 16 in dependent form

because it is believed, for at least the reasons set forth below, that the independent claims

patentably define over the citations of record.

Applicants wish to point out a change made to FIG. 1 by the last Amendment, which

change was not discussed. Specifically, the phrase "MOTION INDEX VALUES OF PREVIOUS

FIELD AND CURRENT FIELD" was changed to "MOTION INDEX VALUES OF CURRENT

FIELD" in block 126 of FIG. 1. This change was inadvertently not identified in the last

Amendment. Support for this amendment can be found at least at, for example, paragraphs

[0007] and [0009] of the specification.

Favorable consideration is respectfully requested.

Claims 1-3, 5, 6, 8-10, and 12-14 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §1 03(a) as being

unpatentable over the conventional three-dimensional de-interlacing method illustrated by FIGS.

1-3 of Applicants' disclosure (the conventional de-interlacing method) in view of U.S. Patent No.

6,459,455 (Jiang et al. ). All rejections are respectfully traversed.

Independent claim 1 recites, inter alia , determining a motion mode of a pixel subject to

the de-interlacing in the current field based upon the determined motion index values of

temporally and spatially adjacent pixels to the current field pixel, in the preceding and

succeeding fields to the current field and in the current and previous frames.

Independent claim 8 recites, inter alia , a motion mode determination unit which

determines a motion mode of a pixel subject to the de-interlacing in the current field based upon

the determined pixel motion index values of temporally and spatially adjacent pixels to the

current pixel, in the preceding and succeeding fields to the current field and in the current and
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previous frames, and selects the spatial interpolation unit and temporal interpolation unit to

interpolate the current field pixel according to the determined pixel motion mode.

Independent claim 12 recites, inter alia , determining a motion mode of a pixel in a current

field of the current frame based upon motion index values of pixels of the current field and

adjacent peripheral pixels to the pixel, in the current and previous fields to the current field and in

the current and previous frames.

Independent claim 13 recites, inter alia , a programmed computer processor determining

a motion mode of a pixel in a current interlaced image frame field by performing Interlaced-to-

Progressive Conversion using motion index values determined from two-dimensional low pass

filtered pixel values of a previous interlaced image frame and the current interlaced image frame.

By the aforementioned features, a motion mode of a current pixel can be determined

based on both pixels both spatially and temporally adjacent to the current pixel.

However, Applicants respectfully submit that neither the conventional de-interlacing

method nor Jiang et al. disclose at least the aforementioned features of independent claims 1 , 8,

12, and 13. Thus, without conceding the propriety of the asserted combination, the asserted

combination is likewise deficient, even in view of the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art.

In the prior Request, Applicants explained that the conventional de-interlacing method

determines a motion mode based on a motion index value based on three pixels which are of

the current frame, and identified paragraphs [0007] and [0009] of their Specification for support.

However, absent from the conventional de-interlacing method was any disclosure of determining

a motion mode based on information of other frames (i.e., temporally adjacent pixels). And,

because the secondary citation to Jiang etal. did not remedy this deficiency, the asserted

combination was deficient and a prima facie case of obviousness was not established. (Reguest

for Reconsideration filed October 3. 2007 . page 9).

The Office Action rejected this argument contending that "nowhere is it stated in

paragraphs [0007] and [0009] of the Background of the instant application that 'the motion index

value is determined based only on the pixels of a current frame."' In support, the Office Action

cites teachings of paragraphs [0005] and [0006] of Applicants' Specification which the Office

Action concedes relate to measuring a Dmoti0n- (Office Action , page 5).

In response, Applicants submit that any implication that the Specification must "state" a

teaching is an improper attempt to increase the burden on Applicants because it is the teachings

of the art, not the words used, that are of significance to patentability. Applicants also
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respectfully submit the following:

(1) the Office's characterization of the conventional de-interlacing method contradicts the

express teachings of Applicants' Specification;

(2) that paragraphs [0007] and [0009] of Applicants' Specification do in fact teach that

the three pixels used to determine a motion mode are of the same frame; and

(3) paragraphs [0005] and [0006] teach how the conventional de-interlacing method

calculates D motion, which is not the same as a motion index value, which is the

quantity expressly recited in the aforementioned features of independent claims 1 , 8,

12, and 13.

Firstly, the Office's characterization of the conventional de-interlacing method contradicts

the express teaching of that method. Indeed, as the Office Action concedes at page 5,

paragraph [0009] of Applicants Specification teaches that:

However, conventionally, as shown in FIG. 1 operation 126, only

the motion information of three pixels (i.e., a current pixel and two

pixels at the horizontally left and right positions of the current pixel)

are used to determine the motion index value.

Thus, only the motion information from these specific pixels are used to determine the motion

index value on which a motion mode determination is based. And, only these specific spatially

adjacent pixels are used. Thus, the Office's contention that items 124-126, all of which relate to

determining a mode value, some how discloses the aforementioned features of independent

claims 1, 8, 12, and 13 is traversed.

Secondly, this conclusion is buttressed by earlier description in Applicants' Specification.

For example, at paragraph [0007], the positions of this current pixel and two adjacent pixels

respectively at the horizontally left and right positions of the current pixel are described.

Specifically, paragraph [0007] expressly teaches:

... a mode value M of each pixel in the nth field is finally

determined using a motion index value of a pixel in the n-th field

Yn (i, j), and using the motion index values of the pixels at the

horizontally left and right positions (e.g., the pixels Yn (i, j±1 )) of the

pixel Yn (i, j).

Thus, Applicants' Specification teaches that the location of the current pixel Y in an nth field is

Yn(i, j) while the two pixels respectively at the horizontally left and right positions of the current

pixel are expressly described as being located at positions Yn (i, j±1 )) of the pixel Yn (i, j). It is to

be appreciated that all three of these pixels are of the Yn frame .
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Thirdly, it is noted that the Office Action relies on paragraphs [0005] and [0006] to

allegedly provide the necessary suggestion of calculating motion index values based on

temporally adjacent pixels (pixels of different frames). Specifically, the Office now contends that

because the quantity Dmotion is calculated based on pixels from different fields, the motion index

value is somehow determined based on pixels from different fields. This contention is

respectfully traversed.

Absent is any allegation that a motion mode is so determined.

Paragraph [0005] explains that the conventional de-interlacing method determines a

motion index value used to a determine motion mode (M) for a pixel only when that pixel is

determined to have moved. To determine if a pixel has moved, a motion difference value Dmot,on

for that pixel is calculated. Dmotj0n is defined as a difference value between a pixel of an (n-1 )-th

field and a pixel of an (n+1)-th field.

Paragraph [0006] of Applicants' Specification explains how this value Dmotj0n is used,

teaching that Dmo ti0n is compared to a threshold T and, based on this comparision, movement of

the pixel can be decided. This, however, is the sole use of the Dmoti0n value. Thus, while a

difference value Dmotion between the pixel of the (n-1 )-th field and the pixel of the (n+1 )-th field is

calculated in the the conventional de-interlacing method, this value is taught to be used for a

limited purpose, to determine whether a pixel has moved. Absent from the conventional de-

interlacing method is any disclosure of using Dmotj0n to determine a motion mode. Thus, the

Office's contention that because quantity Dmoti0n is calculated based on pixels from different

fields, the motion mode is somehow determined based on pixels from different frames is

incorrect.

In sum, the conventional de-interlacing method is described as using only information

from three specific pixels to determine a motion index value used to determine a motion mode.

Further, the only locations of these three pixels are expressly explained to be of the same frame.

And, while a determination of whether a pixel has moved is based on pixels of different fields,

absent from the conventional de-interlacing method is any disclosure of determining a motion

mode using pixels respectively at the horizontally left and right positions of the current pixel in (a)

different frame(s) (i.e., temporally adjacent pixels).

The secondary citation to Jiang et al. relates to motion adaptive interlacing and is cited

for its alleged disclosure of low pass filtering. (Office Action , page 3). Applicants respectfully

submit that Jiang et al. adds nothing that would remedy the aforementioned deficiency in the
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conventional de-interlacing methods.

Thus, even in combination and in view of the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art,

the conventional de-interlacing method and Jiang do not disclose at least the aforementioned

features of independent claims 1 , 8, 12, and 13. Consequently, a prima facie case of

obviousness has not yet been made.

Accordingly, favorable reconsideration and withdrawal of the rejection of independent

claims 1, 8, 12, and 13 are respectfully requested.

In view of the foregoing, Applicants respectfully submit that the independent claims

patentably define the present invention over the citations of record. Further, the dependent

claims should also be allowable for the same reasons as their respective base claims and

further due to the additional features that they recite. Separate and individual consideration of

the dependent claims is respectfully requested.

Applicants submit that this Amendment After Final Rejection clearly places the subject

application in condition for allowance. This Amendment was not earlier presented because

Applicants believed that the prior Amendment placed the subject application in condition for

allowance. Accordingly, entry of the instant Amendment as an earnest attempt to advance

prosecution and reduce the number of issues is requested under 37 C.F.R. § 1.1 16.

Applicants believe that the present Amendment is responsive to each of the points raised

by the Examiner in the Official Action. However, if there are any formal matters remaining after

this response, the Examiner is requested to telephone the undersigned to attend to such

matters.

There being no further outstanding objections or rejections, it is submitted that the

present application is in condition for allowance. An early action to that effect is courteously

solicited.
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If there are any additional fees associated with filing of this Amendment, please charge

the same to our Deposit Account No. 19-3935.

Respectfully submitted,

STAAS & HALSEY LLP

Date: By:^A^j \U~j2<-^-
Michael E. Kondoudis

Registration No. 42,758

1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202)434-1500

Facsimile: (202)434-1501
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